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NORMAL FOMMS FOR DERIVATIONS IN ARATS AI7

By

Kazuma Ikeda

Abstract. In this paper, we shall consider normal forms for deri-

vations in AI^, where AI^" is a system introduced by Arai (cf.[4])

and its consistency implies the consistency of Feferman's IDf (cf.[6]).

We shall give two normal form theorems for derivationsin AI^＼ One

(Theorem 1) implies the consistency of AI^". The other (Theorem 2)

implies the co-consistency of AI7.

0. Introduction

In this paper, we shall consider normal forms for derivations in Air, where

Air is a system introduced by Arai (cf. [4]) and its consistency implies the

consistency of Feferman's IDf (cf.[6]).

Normal forms for derivations in LK have been studied by several authors (for

example, Gentzen [7],Mints [10], Arai and Mints [5]).Gentzen's cut elimination

theorem (cf. [7],[11]) is one of the most famous normal form theorems for

derivations in LK. In [10], Mints gave an extended form of Gentzen's theorem.

Moreover, extended forms of Mints' theorem were given by Arai and Mints (cf.

[5])-

And also, normal forms for derivations in arithmetic formalized in the

sequent style have been studied by several authors (for instance, Hinata [8], the

author [9]).Hinata's theorem (cf.[8])is considered as an analogue of Gentzen's

theorem and implies the consistency of arithmetic. In [9], the author gave an

extended form of Hinata's theorem, which is also considered as an analogue of

Mints' theorem and implies the co-consistency of arithmetic.

In this paper, we shall give some normal form theorems for derivations in

Air. To prove these theorems, Takeuti's system of ordinal diagrams O{^ +1,2)
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(cf.[11]) will be used. O(£+ 1,2) is the structure consisting of the set of objects

called ordinal diagrams and the well-orderings <,･ (i e /) over the ordinal dia-

grams, where / is the well-ordering set (£+ l)U{oo}, whose ordering is that of

£+ 1 with the largest element oo.

In [1] and [4], Arai showed that the consistency of AI^ can be proved by

transfiniteinduction along <o up to the ordinal diagram (£,1,0) but can not be

proved by transfiniteinduction along <o up to any a, where a <o (£,1,0).

So, we want to give a normal form theorem for derivations in AI^, which

implies the fact that the consistency of AIj can be proved by transfiniteinduction

along <0 up to the ordinal diagram (£,1,0). Theorem 1 given in Section 2 below

is just such a theorem. Moreover, it is considered as an analogue of Hinata's

theorem (cf. [8]). Furthermore, we shall give another normal form theorem

(Theorem 2) for derivations in AIj in Section 2 below. It implies the co-con-

sistency of AIj and is proved by transfiniteinduction along <o up to the ordinal

diagram (£,l,Q#0). Moreover, it is considered as an analogue of author's theorem

(cf. m).

1. Tie system AI^

The system considered here is obtained from Aral's original AI"T (cf.[3],[4])

by some modifications. In this section, we explain the system AIj in detail.

Definition 1.1. The language £P is the firstorder language whose non-

logical symbols consist of the following symbols:

1. Individual constant: 0;

2. Function constant: ' (successor) and / for each primitive recursive function

/;

3. Predicate constant: =.

The language J&?+ {To, Yi,cq,c＼} is the language obtained from if by

adding a unary predicate variable Fq and a binary predicate variable Y＼ and

individual constants cq and c＼.

Let ^ be a fixed ordinal and let -< be a primitive recursive well-ordering on a

primitive recursive subset of the set of natural numbers and kx ■x c 1 a primitive

recursive successor function with respect to -<.We assume that the order type of

-< is £+ 1 and the least element of -< is the natural number 0. Moreover, we

assume the same properties with respect to -< and c as ones assumed in [4].We

denote the largest element of -< by £.Furthermore, "£" is also used to denote the

numeral corresponding to the largest element with respect to -<. Let /x be the
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characteristicfunction of -<. Then, to denote the formula "/x(j, t) = 0", we use

the expression "j -< t".

Let t be a closed term in <£.Then v(t)is used to denote the value of t under

the standard interpretation.

Definition 1.2. A formula B(Yo,Yi,cQ,ci) in S£+ {Yo, Y＼,co,c＼}is said to

be an arithmetical form if it includes no free individual variables.

Definition 1.3. The language S£'is the language obtained from S£ by

adding unary predicate variables Xt{i e co) and adding binary predicate constants

gR and ternary predicate constants gR for each arithmetical form 93 in

j£?+ {r0, Fi,co,ci}. We write Q$uts for gRMte.

Definition 1.4. AI^ is a system formalized in the language S£'and consists

of the following initialsequents and inference rales:

1. Initial sequents

(a) Logical initialsequents:

D ―>D, where D is an arbitrary atomic formula.

(b) Mathematical initialsequents:

The sequents which consistof atomic formulas in <£and are true under the

standard interpretation.

2. Inference rules

(a) Inference rules of LK without inferenceralesfor =).

(b) Cut:

r,A-^A,n

D is called the cut formula of this inference. This inference is said to be inessential

if its cut formulas are of the form QRts and include at least one free individual

variable.

(c) Inference rules for =>:

id : left

r

^1
r

A A

A

Z3

=> : right

and
T-^A,B

B T^A,A=>B
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(d) Term-replacement:
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T(s) -≫A(s)

r(r) - A(t)

s and tare closed terms such that v(s) = v{t)

This inference is considered as a structural inference.

(e) Equality rale:

r^A,r = s r^A,F(t) F(s),r^A

r-+A

t and s are arbitrary terms

t = s, F(t) and F(s) are called the auxiliaryformulas and also F(?) and F(s) are

called the equality formulas. This inference is said to be inessential if t = s

includes at least one free individual variable and F(t) is not identical with F(s).

(f) Induction mile:

T^A,A(Q) A(a),r-+A,A(a!) A(t),T-> A

r^A

a does not occur in the lower sequent and tis an arbitrary term

^4(0), A(a), A(a') and A(t) are called the auxiliary formulas and also A{a) is

called the induction formula, a and t are said to be the eigenvariable and the

induction term, respectively. This inference is said to be constant normal if its

induction formula contains at least one occurrence of its eigenvariable and its

induction term contains at least one free individual variable.

(g) Inference rales for QR:

0R :left

r->A,/-<£ m(v,Ql,t,s),r^A

QRts, F -≫■A

V is an arbitrary unary abstract and t, s are arbitrary terms

QR : right

r->A,t-<z r->A,s(jr,g≫,M)

r -> a, QRts

X does not occur in the lower sequent and t, s are arbitrary terms
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In QR : left, t -< £ and 93(F, (2Rp t,s) are called the auxiliary formulas and Q^te is

called the principal formula. In Q93 : right, t -< <^ and S(X, QRp r,j) are called the

auxiliary formulas, QRts is called the principal formula and X is called the

eigenvariable of this inference.

(h) Infemece rales for QR:

mmT-^a

Q*tSjr-+A

25 : left

and
6gto,r-≫A

gR : right

s,tand u are arbitrary terms s,tand u are arbitrary terms

t -<u and QRts are called the auxiliary formulas and QRuts is called the principal

formula.

2. Normal form theorems and their applications

In this section, we explain our normal form theorems and their applications.

First of all, we give definitions necessary to state our theorems.

Definition 2.1. Let T be a sequence Ai,...,An of formulas. Let

<i"i,i2,･ ･･,ik> be a sequence of natural numbers such that 1 < i＼< ii < ■･■<

ik < n. Then, the sequence A^,..., Aik is called a part of T. T* is used to denote a

part of P. Let A -+ D be a sequent. Then A* ―≫･U* is called a part of A ―>II.

Definition 2.2. Let n be a derivation with the end sequent S in AI^. And

let S* be a part of S and C a formula in n. Then C is said to be {S*)-implicit if a

descendant (cf. [11]) of C satisfies one of the following conditions:

1. It is a cut formula.

2. It is an auxiliary formula of an equality or an induction.

3. It is in S*.

4. It is an atomic formula.

Otherwise C is said to be (S*)-explicit. And also C is said to be implicit if a

descendant of C satisfies one of the above conditions 1,2. Otherwise C is said to

be explicit.

Let / be an inference in n. Then / is called (S*)-implicit or (S*)-explicit

according as its principal formula is (5*)-implicit or (S*)-explicit. And also / is

called implicit or explicit according as its principal formula is implicit or explicit.
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Definition 2.3. Let n be a derivation and let v be a freeindividual variable

or a unary predicate variable in n. Then v is said to be redundant in n if it occurs

in an upper sequent of an inference / and does not occur in the lower sequent of /

and is not used as the eigenvariable of /.

Definition 2.4. Let T be a subtheory of AI^ and let n be a derivation in

AI^. Then a logical inference /in n is said to be reducible with respect to T if one

of the auxiliary formulas of / is derivable (refutable)in T provided thatit belongs

to the antecedent (succedent) of the sequent in which it occurs.

Definition 2.5. Let n be a derivation with the end sequent S in AI*. Then

n is said to be normal if it satisfiesthe following conditions:

1. It includes no cuts except inessential ones.

2. It includes no redundant variables.

3. It includes no inductions except constant normal ones.

4. It includes no equalities except inessential ones.

Let S* be a part of S. Then n is said to be {S*)-strongly normal if it is normal

and satisfiesthe following condition:

5. It includes no (S*)-explicitinferences which are reducible with respect to

AIj.

Especially, we say that n is strongly normal if it is (―>)-stronglynormal.

Remark. Let n be a derivationwith the end sequent S in AI^. Then, n is

(Si-stronglvnormal if it is normal.

Then we have the following theorems.

Theorem 1. We can transform any derivation in Alg into a normal one with

the same end seauent.

Theorem 2. We can transform any derivation in AI^ into a strongly normal

one with the same end sequent.

In Section 4, Theorem 1 will be proved by transfinite induction along <o up

to (£,1,0) and Theorem 2 will be proved by transfinite induction along <o up to

(£,l,0#0)} where (£,1,0) and (£,l,0#0) are ordinal diagrams and <o is a well-

ordering over the ordinal diagrams in Takeuti's system of ordinal diagrams

ore+ 1,2) (cf. [in).
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Theorem 1 implies the following corollary.Thus, by transfiniteinduction

along <o up to (£,1,0)we can show that ALT is consistent.

Corollary 1. Ah is consistent.

Proof. Similar to corollary2 below. ■

Theorem 2 implies the following corollary.Thus, by transfiniteinduction

along <o up to (<!;,1,0#0) we can show that AIJ is co-consistent.

Corollary 2. AI7 is co-consistent.

Proof. Let A(a) be an arbitrary formula which includes no free individual

variable other then a and ―>A{n) is derivable in AIJ for all numeral h. Then it

sufficesto show that VxA(x) ―>is not derivable in AI^. Now, we suppose that

VxA(x) ―>is derivable in AIJ. Then there existsa strongly normal derivation n of

VxA(x) ―>. Assume that n includes at least one non-structural inference. Note

that the end-place of n includes no freeindividual variables and hence itincludes

no cuts.If an inference is an induction or an equality or an inference for <gR or

an inference for £>R,then it does not belong to the boundary of it. Thus every

boundary inference is a V: left whose auxiliary formula is of the form A{t) where

tis a closed term. But itis impossible, because n is strongly normal and ―>A{t) is

derivable in AI^jT by our assumption. Thus n does not include non-structural

inferences. But it is clear that there does not exist such a derivation. So AI7 is

co-consistent.

3. Preliminaries

□

In order to prove our theorems, we shallconsider the system AI^ obtained

from AIJ by adding the followinginferencerale,called substitutionrule,

nx) - a(z)

r(K)->A(F),

where X does not occur in the lower sequent and r( V) ― A( V) is the sequent

obtained from T(X) ―>A(X) by substitutinga unary abstract V for X. Then X is

called the eigenvariahle of thisinference and F is called the substitutedabstract of

this inference. This inference is considered as a structural inference.
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Definition 3.1. The grade of a formula A, denoted by g(A), is defined as

follows:

1. g(A) = 0, if A is an atomic formula which is not of the form QRuts.

2. g(QRuts)= 1, where s, t and u are arbitraryterms.

3. g(BA C) = g(BvC) = g{B = C) = max{^(JB),^(C)} + 1.

4. fl(-i£)= gNxB) = g(3xB) = g(5) + 1.

Definition 3.2. The grade of an inference /, denoted by g(I), is defined as

friiiriwc*

9(1) =

m&x{g(A)＼A is an auxiliary formula of /} if / is non-structural,

the grade of a cut formula of /

0

if / is a cut,

otherwise.

Definition 3.3. Let n be a derivation in AI^ and S a sequent in n. For any

natural number p, the height based on p of S in n, denoted by hp(S; n) or simply

hp(S), is defined as follows:

1. hp(S) = p, if S is the end sequent of n.

2. Let S be one of the upper sequents of an inference I inn and S' the lower

sequent of /. Assume that hp(S') is defined. Then

hp(S) =

0 if / is a substitution,

max{/L(S'),0(/)} otherwise.

Definition 3.4. The degree of a formula A, denoted by dg{A), is defined as

follows:

1. dg(t = s) ― dg(Xt) ― 0, where s and t are arbitrary terms and X is an

arbitrary unarv predicate variable.

2. dg(QRts) =

3. dg{Q*uts) =

{
v(t)e i

z

V

if (Pts is closed and v(t) -< £

otherwise.

(u) if QRuts is closed and v(u) -< t,

otherwise.

4. dg{-＼B)=dg{B).

5. dg(BAC) = dg(BvC) = dg(B =>C) = m&x^{dg(B),dg(C)}, where max^

is used to denote the maximum with respectto -<.

6. dgNxB) = dg(3xB) = dg(B).
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Let n be a derivationin AI^. Then the degree of a formula F in n, denoted by

d{F;n) or simply d(F), is defined as follows:

d(F) =

{
dg(F) if F is implicit in n,

0 otherwise.

Definition 3.5. Let n be a derivation in AI^. We say that a sequent S in it

belongs to the end-place of n if no non-stractural inferences occur below S in n.

And we say that an inference I inn belongs to the boundary of % or is a boundary

inference of n if the lower sequent of / belongs to the end-place of n and the

upper sequents of / do not belong to the end-place of n.

Definition 3.6. Let n be a derivation with the end sequent S in AI^ and let

S* be a part of S. Let d be a mapping from the set of substitutionsin n to the set

of ordinals less than £.For each substitution / in n, d(J) is used to denote the

value of the mapping d at J and is read "degree of /." Then the triple<ji;d; S*}

is called a derivation with degree if it satisfiesthe following conditions for each

substitution J in n and each formula B in the upper sequent of /:

1. The upper sequent of / belongs to the end-place of n.

2. If B is (S*)-explicit,then it includes no eigenvariables of /.

3. If J? is (S*)-implicit, then so is its successor.

4. d{B) -< d(J) holds.

Definition 3.7. Let (n;d;S*y be a derivation with degree. Then (n;d;S*}

is said to be normal if it satisfiesthe conditions 1 ~ 4 in Definition 2.5. And also

(n;d;S*)> is said to be {S*)-strongly normal if it satisfiesthe conditions 1 ~ 5 in

Definition 2.5.

Since we shall use Takeuti's system of ordinal diagrams 0(£ + 1,2) to prove

our theorems, we shall give some related definitions and propositions.

Definition 3.8. Let i be an ordinal less than £.Then we shall define the

order ≪; on ordinal diagrams. Let a and /? be ordinal diagrams. Then

a ≪,･p <& a <j p for alli ■<j ^ ^.

a^,-jffis used to denote the statement "oc≪,-/?or ct= fi."
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Notation. Let a be an ordinal diagram and let £be an ordinal less than or

equal to t,and n a natural number. Then an ordinal diagram ((≪,0,a) is defined

as follows:

C(0,0,a) := a, C(≪+ l,0,a) := (C,O,C(≫,<>,≪))･

Proposition 1. Let a, fi and y he ordinal diagrams and let i -<£■<E, and

ne co. Then,

1. a ≪o ≪#/?.

2. a<y(C,0,a)/orjdC

3. (i,0,a)≪i+i(C,0,£).

4. a,^≪l-(C,O,y)^a^≪/(C,O,y).

5. //a≪^, /Aen (C,0,a) ≪,･(£,0,^).

6. (C,O,a)#(C,O,^)≪o (C,O,a^).

7. //a ≪;(C, 1,0), rAen £(≫,<>,a) ≪,-(£,1,0)

Proposition 2. Let j ^ £and let y and 5 be ordinal diagrams for which there

exists two finite sequences of ordinal diagrams 5 = 5q, ...,dm and y = y0,...,ym

which satisfiesthe following conditions:

1. Each yt is of the form (k,a,yi+l$n) for some j < k ■<£,0 < a < I and n.

2. Each S{ is of the form (k,a,Sj+i#tf)for some n'^n if yt is (k,a,yi+1#n).

3- Sm≪jym.

Then 3 ≪/y.

Definition 3.9. Let n be a derivation with the end sequent S in AI^. Let S*

be a part of S and let d be a mapping from the set of substitutionsin tt to the

set of ordinals less than £,.Let p be a natural number. To each sequent S in n

and each inference / in n, we assign ordinal diagrams Op(S;n;d;S*) and

Op(I;n;d;S*), or simply 0^(5) and OP(I), respectively, as follows:

1. If S is an initialsequent, then

OP(S) = 0.

2. Let Si (1 <i < n) be the upper sequents of /. Assume that Op(Si) are

defined for each 1 < i < n.

(2.1) If / is a weak inference or a term-replacement, then

OP(I) = OP(S).

(2.2) If / is a cut, then

OJI) = Op(Si)Wp(S2).
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(2.3) If / is an (S'*)-explicitlogical inference, then

OP(I) =

{
OP{S＼)#(£,1,0) / has one upper sequent,

Op(Si)$Op(S2)%{£i 1,0) / has two upper sequents.

315

(2.4) If / is an (S*)-implicit logical inference or a gR: right or an inference for

Q% then

OP{I) =

{ Op(Si)$Q I has one upper sequent,

Op(Si)#On(S2) I has two upper sequents.

(2.5) If / is a g8: left, then

op{i) = op(Si)wp(s2)*(ZA0).

(2.6) If / is an equality, then

Op(l) = Op(Si)Wp(S2)Wp{S3).

(2.7) If / is an induction, then

OP{I) = Op(Si)^AOp{S2))Wp(S3).

(2.8) If / is a substitution, then

OP(I) = (&O,0,(Si)).

3. Let S be the lower sequent of /.

(3.1) If / is a substitution, then

Op{S) = {d(I),0,Op(I)).

(3.2) If / is not a substitution, then

Op{S) = Z(hp(Sl)-hp{S),0,Op{I)).

Finally, we define the ordinal diagram Op(n;d;S*) by (£,0,Op(S)).

Then we have a proposition similar to one given by Arai (cf.[2]).

Proposition 3. Let <te;d; S*} be a derivation with degree and S' a sequent in

n. And let p and a be natural numbers. If a < p, then

Off(5')≪0 CMS1) - ha(S')A OP(S%

4. Proofs cf cur theorems

Let a be an ordinal diagram such that a <o (£,l,0#0). Then we shall show

the following lemma by transfiniteinduction along <q up to a.
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Lemma 1. For any derivation with degree (n;d;S*y such that Oo(n;d;S*) <

a, we can transform (n;d;S*y into an (S*)-strongly normal derivation in AIjT with

the same end sequent.

This lemma implies Theorem 1 and 2 as follows.

Proof of Theorem 1. Let n be a derivation with the end sequent S in ALT.

Note that n includes no substitutions.So, (7i;<j>;Syis a derivation with degree.

Note that Oo(n;$;S) <0 (£,1,0). So, set a = (f, 1,0). Then, by Lemma 1 and its

proof, we can transform <n;(f>＼S} to a normal derivation by transfiniteinduction

along <0 up to (f, 1,0). ■

Proof of Theorem 2. Let n be a derivation in ALT. Note that 7rincludes

no substitutions. So, <?r;̂ ;―≫>is a derivation with degree. Note that

0o(n;^;->) <0 (f, l,0#0). So> set a=(^, l,0#0). Then, by Lemma 1 and its

proof, we can transform (n; <f>;―^> to a strongly normal derivation by transfinite

induction along <0 up to (£,l,0#0). ■

To prove Lemma 1, we need the following lemma.

Lemma 2. Let (n;d;S*y be an {S*)-strongly normal derivation with degree.

Then we can transform (n;d;S*y into an (S*)-strongly normal derivation in AIjT

with the same end sequent.

Proof. By induction on the number of substitutionsin n. ■

The rest of this section is devoted to proving Lemma 1.

Proof of Lemma 1. We shall prove this lemma by transfiniteinduction

along <o up to a.

Suppose that <ji;d;S*y be a derivation with degree such that

Oo(n; d; S*) <q a. If <7r;^;5*> is (S*)-strongly normal, we can transform

(jc;d]S*y into an (5'*)-stronglynormal derivation in A1J with the same end

sequent by Lemma 2. So, we assume that <n;d;S*y is not (5*)-strongly normal.

We suppose that S is of the form r -> A and S* is of the form r* -> A*. We

can suppose that n includes no redundant variables, because dg{F{t)) ■<dg{F{a))

for any formula F and any term t.And also we can suppose that if there exists a

weakening / in the end-place of n then every inference below / is a weakening or
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an exchange, because if n does not satisfy the above condition then we can

transform (n＼d＼S*y to a derivation with degree <V; d';S*y such that n' satisfies

the above condition and every substitution in tt'has same degree as the cor-

responding one in n and Oo(7i';d';S*)<<LOOo(n; d;S*) by the usual method.

We shall divide our proof into some cases. When we shall consider a case, we

assume that the proceeding case(s) do not hold.

In this proof, the letter "5"' in the expression "A ― II" is used to denote

the sequent "A ― II" itself.And also we shall omit the superscript 95 in gR or

QR if there is no danger of confusion.

(1) The case where n includes at least one logical initialsequent S in the end-

place.

(1.1) The case where a descendant of a formula in S is a cut formula.

Assume that n is of the form:

n＼

D
s

D

AAnD' D'^UD"

A^n,D"

where D' (D") in 52 is a descendant of D in the antecedent (succedent) of S.

Note that D" is (S*)-implicit.Because, if D" is atomic, it is clear that D" is

(S*)-implicit.So, we assume that D" contains at least one logical symbol. Since D

is atomic, D" is obtained from D by at least one substitution.Since (n;d;S*} is a

derivation with degree, D" in n is ($*)-implicit.

Let ho(S＼;n)=p and ho(S;n)=a and let A*―IT,D' be the sequent

obtained from Si by deleting the (S*)-explicitformulas. Then we reduce n to the

derivation n':

n＼

term-replacements

A^n,D"

Here, note that D" is also (S*)-implicit in n'. Let d' be the mapping from the set

of substitutionsin ^ to the ordinals less than £such that, for each substitutionJ'
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in n', d'(Jf) = d(J), where / is the corresponding one in n. The letter "</"'is also

used to denote the restriction of d' to the set of substitutions in n＼. Then

<ji';d';S*y is a derivation with degree. Next we shall prove Oo(S;n';df;S*) ≪0

Oo(S;n;d;S*). Note that ho(Si;nf) = a. Since

OoiSi-JufiS*) = Oa{Si;ni;<f;A* - U＼D')

ICoZip-aAOpiSunud'iA* -+n*,iy))

= {(p-trt0,O0(Sl:7r,d:8*))

we have

Oo(S;n?;dt;$*) = Oo(Si-J;df;S*)

≪o^-^0,Oo(-Si;w;rf;5*))

≪o Z{p
~

a, 0, O0(^; n; d; $*)W0(S2; n; d＼S*))

= Oo(S;n;d;S*).

Thus, Oo{n!;d';S*) ≪o (Oo(7r,d;S*) by proposition 2. Hence we can transform it1

to an (S*)-strongly normal derivation with the same end sequent, by induction

hypothesis.

(1.2) The other case.

Since the proceeding case does not hold, there exists a formula A (B) which

is a descendant of the antecedent (succedent) formula of S and occurs in S.

If A is atomic, then B is also atomic and hence it is clear that we can obtain

a desired derivation.

So, we assume that A contains at least one logical symbol. Then both A and

B are in S*, because both A and B are obtained from the formulas in S by at

least one substitution. Thus it is clear that we can obtain a desired derivation.

(2) The case where n includes no boundary inferences.

Then n includes no logical initialsequents. Thus we can obtain a desired

derivation, since the mathematical initialsequents are closed under cuts.

(3) The case where n includes at least one (S*)-explicit inference which is

reducible with respect to AI^.

Let / be such an inference. Since the other cases are treated similarly, we

shall consider the case where / is a a : left.
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Assume that n is of the form:

A A^n

319

A a B, A -^-≫II

Let ho(S＼;n)= p and /iqC-S1;7c)= a and let A* ― U* be the sequent obtained from

S by deleting the (S*) -explicitformulas. By our assumption, ―>^4 is derivable in

AIJ. So, let n be a derivation of ―>
^4.

Note that ?r contains no substitutions.

Then we reduce n to the derivation v!:

n :

s

A-+n

Let d' by the mapping from the set of substitutionsin x? to the ordinals less than

£ such that, for each substitution /' of in v!, d'(J') = d(J), where / is the

corresponding one in n. The letter"d"' is also used to denote the restrictionof d'

to the set of substitutions in n＼. Since n＼ and n include no substitutions,

<jz'＼d']S*')is a derivation with degree. Then we shall prove Oo(S;rf＼d';S*) ≪o

OQ(S;n;d;S*). At first,we have

O0($i-y;d';S*) = Op{Si;ni;f;A,A* -> n*)

<LoOp(Si;nl;dl;A* ^>TL*)

= O0(Si;n;d;S*).

Next we shall note that every logical inference in ftis (5'*)-implicitin 7tf.Thus,

OQ(S;7tf-d';Sn ≪o(£,1,0). So

O0(S; nf;df;S*) = ftp - a, 0, O0(S; n';df;§*)*Oo(Si; n';J';5*))

≪o^-a,0,(^l,0)#Oo(.S1;7r;J;5*))

So, Oo(7if;d';S*) ≪o Oo(n; d; S*) by proposition 2. Hence we can transform it!to

an (5r*)-strongly normal derivation with the same end sequent, by induction

hypothesis.
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(4) The case where n includes at least one equality which belongs to the

boundary of n.

Assume that itis of the form:

A
Si

n t
= s A_

A

s2

s

n

n

Fit F(s),A
Sj

n

r-+A

Let ho(Si;n) ―p and ho(S;n) = a and let A* ―>U* be the sequent obtained from

5" by deleting the (S*)-explicit formulas in n.

(4.1) The case where t ―s has no free individual variables.

(4.1.1) The case where t = s is true under the standard interpretation.

We reduce n to the following derivation n':

A
■S2

n,F(t)

MA^n
F(f),A->n

A^^n

Let d' be the mapping from the set of substitutionsin nf to the ordinals less than

£ such that, for each substitution /' in tt7,d'{J') = d(J), where / is the cor-

responding one in n. Then (jnf;d']S*y is a derivation with degree. Next we shall

show that Oo(S:n':d':S*) ≪o On(S:n:d: S*).

O0(S;n';df;S*) = £{p- a, 0, OQ{S2- nf;df;S*)W0(S3; n'-d';S*))

≪0^{p - a,0,Oo(Sl-1n;d;S*)Wo(S2;7t;d;S'")Wo(S3;n;d;S*))

= O0(S;n;d;$*).

Thus, Oo(7i';d/;S*)≪oOo(n;d;S*) by proposition2. Hence we can transform n'

to an (S*)-stronglynormal derivationwith the same end sequent,by induction

hypothesis.

(4.1.2) The case where t = s is falseunder the standard interpretation.
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Then the sequent t = s ― is a mathematical initialsequent. So, we reduce n

to the following derivation n':

Let d! be the mapping from the set of substitutionsin n' to the ordinals less than

t, such that, for each substitution /' in d, d'(J') = d(J), where / is the cor-

responding one in n. Then (n';d';S*y is a derivation with degree. We can show

that O0{S]n/;df;S*)≪QOQ{S;7t;d;S*). Thus, O0(7i']d';S*)≪0 O0(7t;d;S*) by

proposition 2. Hence we can transform 7r'to an (S*)-strongly normal derivation

with the same end sequent, by induction hypothesis.

(4.2) The case where F{t) is identical with F{s).

Similar to the case (4.1.1).

(4.3) The case where / is inessential.

Then we construct the following derivations n＼,ni and ns from n.

n＼

A-+n,t = s

n2

A-≫n,F(p

7T3

F(s),A-+ n

A^t = s,n A^F(t),n A,F(s)-+n

T^t = s,A r^F(r),A r,F'(j)->A,

where F'(t) and F'(s) are formulas obtained from F(t) 2nd F(s) by some

substitutions, respectively. Let dt be the mapping from the set of substitutions in

%i to the ordinals less than £ such that, for each substitution /' in iij,≪?,-(/')=

d(J), where / is the corresponding one in n. Then <ji＼;d＼＼T*-> t = s,A*},

<n2;d2;Y* -> F'(r),A*> and <7i3;J3; r*,F(j) -> A*> are derivations with degree.

Because t = s, F'(i) and F'(s) are explicit in ni, nj and 7^3, respectively. We can

prove the following facts:

O^duT* -* t = s,A*) ≪oOQ(n;d;S*).

O0(n2; d2; T* -> F'(t), A*) ≪0 O0(^; d＼S*).

OQ(n3;d3:T*F'(S)^A*)≪0O0(n;d:S*).
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By induction hypothesis, we can transform n＼ to a derivation rix whose end

sequent is F ―>t = s, A and which is (F* ―≫t= s, A*)-strongly normal, and 712to

a derivation nf2whose end sequent is T -≫F'(t), A and which is (F* ―>F'(t), A*)-

strongly normal, and ^3 to a derivation ^'3whose end sequent is F, F'(s) ―>A and

which is (T*,F'(s) ―*A*)-stronely normal. We define the derivation n' as follows:

n!2:

r->/*(/), a

n>:

r,/*(j)-Ar -≫t = s, a

r ―>■a, t = ^ r-+A,F'(t) F' s ,r->A

r-≫A

Then ri is (£*)-strongly normal, because the free individual variables in t or s

occur in T or A.

(5) The case where n includes at least one induction which belongs to the

boundary of n.

Similar to the case (4) (cf. [9]).

(6) The case where n includes at least one explicitlogical inference which

belongs to the boundary of n.

Let / be such an inference. Since the other cases are treated similarly, we

shall consider the case where / is a V:left.

Assume that n is of the form:

VxA{x),A^A
/

r-^A

(6.1) The case where / is (Sr*)-explicit.

We shallnote that T includes the fonnula which is a descendant of VxA(x)

and is of the form VxA'(x), where A'{x) is a formula obtained from A(x) by

some term-replacements.We reduce n to the following derivationtt7:

A(t),A-+A

VxA(x),A,A(t)-+A

r,^(o->A ,

where A'(t) is the formula obtained from A'(x) by substituting t for x. Note that

A(t) and its descendants in u! contain no eigehvariables of substitutions in rf,
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since VxA(x) is (S*)-explicit in n. Let d' be the mapping from the set of

substitutions in it to the ordinals less than t,such that, for each substitution /' in

it', d'{J') ― d(J), where / is the corresponding one in n. Then, (n';df;T* ―> A*>

is a derivation with degree. We can show that Oo^; d'＼T* ―>･A*) ≪o Oo(n; d; S*).

Thus, we can transform n' to a derivation ft whose end sequent is T, A'{t) ―*■A

and which is (F* ―> A*)-strongly normal, by induction hypothesis. Then we shall

define the derivation n as follows:

n:

r,A>(t)-+A

i*'(Q,r->A

VxA'(x),r^A

Then n is (5*)-strongly normal, because the free individual variables in t occur in

F or A and ― A'{t) is not derivable in AIJ by our assumption.

(6.2) The case where / is (≫S*)-implicit.

At first, note that T includes the formula which is a descendant of VxA(x)

and of the form VxA'(x), where A'(x) is a formula obtained from A(x) by some

substitutions and some term-replacements. We reduce n to a derivation n" similar

to 7tfin the case (6.1). Let d! be the mapping from the set of substitutions in 7r" to

the ordinals less than £ such that, for each substitution /' in tt", d'{J') = d(J),

where / is the corresponding one in n. Then <7r";d'＼T*,A'{t) ―* A*> is a deriva-

tion with degree. We can show that O0(n";d';Y*,A'(t) -> A*) ≪0 O0(n;d;S*).

So, we can transform 7r" to a derivation ft whose end sequent is T, A'{t) ― A

and which is (T*,A'(t) ―*■A*)-strongly normal, by induction hypothesis. From ft,

we shall construct a derivation ft similar to % in the case (6.1). Then ff is (5*)-

strongly normal.

(7) The case where n includes at least one explicit inference for gR or gR,

which belongs to the boundary of n.

Let / be such an inference. Since the other cases are treated similarly, we

shall consider the case where / is a QR:left.

Assume that n is of the form:

A->JJ,t^Z 93 r, &,*,*), a->n

Qts,A^U

r A
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We shallnote that F includes the formula which is a descendant of Qts and is

of the form Qt's1,where Qt's'are a formula obtained from Qts by some term-

replacements. We reduce n to the following derivationsn＼and nr.

n＼

A->!!,/-<£

Qts, A -≫ t■<f,n gte, A,95(K, e^,f, j) -> n

r^t'-<e,A r,23(r',ew'y)-A

where 93(F', Q<ti, t',s') is a formula obtained from &(V,Q^t,t,s) by some

substitutions and some term-replacements. Let di be the mapping from the set of

substitutions in 7r,-to the ordinals less than £ such that, for each substitution /' in

7ij, di{J') = d(J), where / is the corresponding one in n. Note that, in ni,

R(V,Q*t,t,s) and its descendants are (r*,Q3(K', Q^tl,t',s') -≫ A*)-implicit and

explicit. Thus <ni;di;r*->t'*Z,A*> and <ji2]d2-T*,B{V, Q<v, t',s') -* A*>

are derivations with degree. We can prove the following facts:

Oo(ni]di;r* -*tf-< f,A*) ≪0O0{n;d;S*)

O0(n2;d2;r*,m(Vl,Q^,tl,S>) -. A*) ≪0O0(n;d;S*).

By induction hypothesis, we can transform n＼ to a derivation n[ whose end

sequent is T ―* ?' -< <^, A and which is (F* ―>?'-< ^, A*)-strongly normal. And

also we can transform n2 to a derivation 7^ whose end sequent is T,

≫(*", G-c/',^^') -> A and which is (F*, R(F;, Q<v, t',s') -> A*)-strongly normal.

Then we shall define the derivation tt' as follows:

n'2:

r,g(r',8w'y)->A

S(F',Q^,?',y),r-.A

r^A

Then 7r'is (S*)-strongly normal, because the freeindividual variables in V, t' or

.?'occur in F or A.
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(8) The case where allthe inferenceswhich belong to the boundary of n are

implicitinferences.

Then thereis at least one suitablecut.Let / be a suitablecut. We shall

consider the cases where the cut formula of / is of the form Qts or Q^uts.

(8.1) The case where the cut formula of / is of the form Qts.

Assume that n is of the form:

Qt2s2,A2 ―>H2

Qts, A4

Ss

s

n3,n4

n

h

ni

Qts, A4 ―>

r

54

n4

n4

n3,n4

gto-> A

Ai -^Ui,Qtusi

A3
Si

U3,Qts

A3,A4

A

Lety = d(1&(X, Q~u,t,s))and let S be the j-resolventof S5, i.e.the upper sequent

of the uppermost substitution Jo under S5 whose degree is not greater than j, if

such exists;otherwise, the end sequent of n. Assume that ho(S2i;n) = p2i and

ho(S2; n) = p2- And also assume that the sequent A2 ― n|, t2 -<£is the sequent

obtained from S2i by deleting the (5r*)-explicitformulas in n.

(8.1.1) The case where Qts is not closed.

We reduce n to the following derivationsn% and no

A3

A3

A4

n＼

53

23,

Qts

Qts

n3,n4 A3,A4,Gtt―>

T^Qts,A
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Let dt be the mapping from the set of substitutionsin nt to the ordinals less than

£,such that, for each substitution /' in nt, di(f) = d(J), where / is the cor-

responding one in n. Then ^ni;di;T* ―*Qts,A*y and (n2;d2;F*, Qts-~>A*> are

derivations with degree. We shall prove Oo(Ss;n＼;d＼;T* ―≫Qts,A*) ≪o

On(S,:n:d:S*).

Oo{S5]ni]di;r* -> Qts,A*) = Oo{S3;ni;di]r* -> fite.A')

= Oo($3]n;d;S*)

≪o O0(S3; n; d; S*)W0(S4; n; d; S*)

= Oo(S5;n;d;S*)

So, we can transform n＼into a derivation 7tf{whose end sequent is F ―> Qts, A

and which is (F* ―> Qts, A*)-strongly nonnal by induction hypothesis. Similarly,

we have Oq(Ss] %i＼dr, F*, Qts ―> A*) ≪o 00(^5; n; d; S*). Hence, we can transform

712 into a derivation -n!2 whose end sequent is F, Qts ― A and which is

(F*, Oto ―* A*)-strongly normal. We shall define nf as follows:

*i n>2:

r -> Qts, A F, Qts -+ A

r -≫A, Qts Qts, T -≫ A

r,r^A,A

r^A

Then n! is (5*)-strongly normal, because the free individual variables in t or s

rtrviirin IP r%r A

(8.1.2) The case where Qts is closed.

(8.1.2.1) The case where t -<£is true under the standard interpretation.

We reduce tt.to the derivation n!＼
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Ai->ni,8ur,ewi,Ji)

A, ->c

and

X, Q<u ,h >^i

A3^≫

UuQtiSi

X, Q^, t,s),n3, Qts Qts, Aa -> n4

A3,A4^33(x,^,,M),n3,n4

A-*c(X,e_<,,r,s),n

Jo

≫(K, ti,s2

327

a2 ―> n2

R(K,(k,,M),A2->n2

A,A2^n,n2

Qt2s2,A2iA
^ n,n2

gte,A4,A->n,Il4

^n,n3,n4

a->n, ≫(*,&<,*,*)

A->n,8(K,G-<≫,M)

A3-≫n3 Qts

A3,A4,A

A,A-^n,n

A
s

n
/o

r-≫A

Let d' be the mapping from the set of substitutionsin n' to the ordinals less than

£ such that, for each substitution J' in 71?except Jo, d'(J') = d(J), where / is the

corresponding one in n and d(Jo) =j. We shall note the following facts:

1. ≪/(≫(*,Q^Us)) =j xj 0 1 = d(Qts) = d(QtlS2) = d(Qt2s2).

2. For each formula A in A or II, d(A) -<j by the definition of /q.

By the above facts, we can show that <7r';i(/;5'*>is a derivation with degree.

Next we shall prove Oo(Io＼7i!＼d';S*)≪o Oo(Io;n;d;S*). Since

Oo(^2; n- d;S*) = aPll - p2,0, OQ(S2l;n; d; S*mO0(S2r; n; d; S'Wf, 0,0))

O0(S';n>;<f; S*) = £(/?2/-p2i0, (7,0, O0(/0;tt';/; 5*))SO0(^;it＼d1; S*)),
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O0(Sf2,^]df;S*) ≪J+i O0(S2;7i;d;S*). Hence O0(/0; v!';d>; S*) ≪j+i O0(IQ;n;d;S*).

We shall note that Oo(Jq; nf;df; S*) is the only one/-section (cf. [11]) which occurs

in OQ(lQ-,n';d';S*) and does not occur in Oo(Io;n;d;S*) and every A>section

(k<j) in Oo(Io;7tf;d/;S*) occurs in Oo(Io;n;d;S*). So, in order to show that

Oo(Io;n';d';S*) ≪0Oo(Io;n;d;S*)t it suffices to show that Oo(Jo;n';d';S*) <j

Oo(k;n;d;S*). But it is clear, because Oo(J0;n';d';S*) ≪oOo(Io;n;d;S*). Hence

we have 0o(/o;7rV;5*) ≪o O0(k;n;d;S*). Thus, we have OoC^;^';^*) ≪0

Oo(n;d;S*) by proposition 2. Hence we can transform n1 to an (5'*)-strongly

normal derivation with the same end sequent, by induction hypothesis.

(8.1.2.2) The case where t -< £ is false under the standard interpretation.

We rp.d-ncp.it ＼c＼thp de.n-vatinn t/~

Till'-

a2 -^≫ n2, t2 -< h<^-^

A2^n2

Qts,A2^n2

Let d! be the mapping from the set of substitutionsin n' to the ordinals less than

£ such that, for each substitution /' in tt',d'(J')― d(J), where / is the cor-

responding one in n. Then (n';d';S*y is a derivation with degree. The letter "df"

is also used to denote the restrictionof d! to the set of substitutionsin n^i- We

shall show that O0 {S2;ri;d';S*) ≪ 0 O0 (S2; n; d; S*). Then, note that

ho(S2r,n') =p2.

Oo(S2iin?;(t;S') = OP2(S2r,n2l;d';A*2-> U*2,t2 -<£)

^o Z{Pu ~Pi, 0, OP2!(S2r,n2r,d'-A* -> O*, t2 -< 0)

= ^2/-/^,0,Oo(iS2/;w; </;,§･)).

Thus,

O0(S2-n';d';S*) = OQ(S2l;n';d';S*)m

≪<o{(P21 ~ Pi, 0, O0(S2n n; d; S*))$Q

≪o Sip* ~ P2,0, O0(S2l; n- d; S*)W0(S2r; n; d; S*)^, 0,0))

= 0o(S2;M;£*).
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So, Oo(n';d';S*)≪oOo(n;d;S*) by proposition2. Hence we can transform ^ to

an (S*)-stronglynormal derivationwith the same end sequent, by induction

hypothesis.

(8.2) The case where the cut formulas of / are of the form Q<uts.

Assume that n is of the form:

Ai -^ III, fi -< u＼ Ai ―>HuQhsi

Ai ―> TLi,Q^Ulhs＼

A3 -^ n3, g-<≪tt

A3,A4 ―>

A
s

n3

n

Qt2S2,A2 -> Xl2

Q<u2t2S2,&2 >

n4

k

A4
s4

n2

n4
■I

where 5 denotes the uppermost sequent below / whose height based on 0 is less

than that of the upper sequents of /. Assume that ho(Ss; n) = p and ho(S; n) ― a.

Then note that a < p by our choice of Jo.

(8.2.1) The case where Q^uts is not closed.

We reduce n to the derivation tt7:

Ai -^nuotisi

Ai ― Qhsi,Ui,Q^UltiSi

A3^ II3, g-a,te Q<uts, A4-+II4

a A4_Ao?5,n3,n4

A-^Qts,Il

A3^n3,o^r5

r

6^,A2-≫n2

Q^UlhS2, A2, Qt2S2 -≫Xl2

Q^te,A4,ete-^Il4

A3, A4, Qts
<

n3,n4

A, Qts ―* n

I"

A -≫n, Qts Qts,A -≫n

A,A-^n,n
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Let d' be the mapping from the set of substitutions in n' to the ordinals less than

£ such that, for each substitution J' in 7if,d'(J') = d(J), where / is the cor-

responding one in n. We shall note the following facts:

1. d{Qts)lt = d(Q^ts).

2. There exist no substitutions between S'5 and 5".

3. There exist no substitutions between S'^ and S".

By the above facts, it is clear that (n';d';S*y is a derivation with degree. We

shall prove OQ(S;7if;d';S*) ≪0Oo(S;n;d;$*). Since we have OQ(Si;n';d';$*) ≪0

Oo(Si;n;d;$*), we have Oo(/';7rV;S*) ≪o O0(I;n;d;S*). Similarly, we have

Oo(///;^;^;5*)≪o00(/;7r;i/;5*). Note that /?0(S';7r')= hQ(S";n') = a. Thus,

0o(S; nf; d'; SI*) = £{p - a, 0, O0(/'; nf; d!-S*))*£(p - *, 0,00(/'; n'; d';$*))

≪o (p - a, 0, Oq(I; n; d; S*)) (becauses a < p)

= O0(S;n;d;S*).

So, Oo(n';d';S*) ≪o Oo(n;d;S*) by proposition 2. Hence we can transform tt7to

an (S*)-strongly normal derivation with the same end sequent, by induction

hypothesis.

(8.2.2) The case where Q<uts is closed.

(8.2.2.1) The case where t -<u is true under the standard interpretation.

Similar to the case (8.2.1).

(8.2.2.2) The case where t -< u is false under the standard interpretation.

We reduce n to the derivation n!:

Ai ―>■ITi.fi -< Mi

A
5

f-< M->

n

A,
Si

t＼■<ui,nhQ^u 1^1*1

A3 -≫ t -< u, n3, Q^Js Q<uts, A4 -≫n4

A3,A4 ―> ? -< M,n3,n4

a-> n,*-< u
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Let d' be the mapping from the set of substitutions in n' to the ordinals less than

£ such that, for each substitution /' in Tif, d'{J') = d(J), where J is the cor-

responding one in n. Note that d(t -< u) = 0. Then it is clear that <ji';d'; S*} is a

derivation with degree. Next, we shall prove Oo(S;7if]d/;S*) ≪o Oo(S;n;d;S*).

Since we have O0{Si;n';d';S*) ≪0 O0(Si;n;d;S*), we have O0(/';7r'; d';S*) ≪o

OQ{I;n-d-S*). Thus,

O0(^; tt';J'; 5*) = <^(/)- a, 0, O0(/', ^; /; S*))#0

≪ o <^(/?- ff,0, O0 (/; ?r;</;5*)) (because a < p)

= O0(S;n]d]S*).

Thus, Oq(7^; d'; S*) ≪oOo(n;d;S*) by proposition 2. Hence we can transform n'

to an (S*)-strongly normal derivation with the same end sequent, by induction

hypothesis.

This completes a proof of Lemma. ■
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